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ON A SUBCLASS OF SPIRAL-LIKE FUNCTIONS
E. M. SILVIA

Abstract.
Let a^O, 0S/S<1,
|A|<7r/2 and suppose
/(z)=z-f-2"=2a„z"
is holomorphic in U={z:\z\<\}. If

, zf'(z)

¡zf"(z)

that

zf'(z)\ ~|

for z e U, then f(z) is said to be a-A-spiral-like of order ß and we
write f(z) £ S^(ß). The author shows that for each a^O, a-Aspiral-like functions of order ß are A-spiral-like of order ß. The
following representation
theorem is obtained: The function

f(z)£Si(ß)

(a>0, 0^/S<l,|A|<W2),

if and only if there exists

a function F(Q A-spiral-like of order ß such that

F(z)=[(e^)\lF(lf^drYaA distortion theorem for log[/"(z)/z| and a rotation
arg/~(z)/z are also proved for functions/(z) 6 S§(ß).

1. Let A denote the class of functions

theorem for

normalized by foz)=z+

2n=2anz" which are analytic in U (|z|<l).
For 0Sß<l,
we will let
S*iß) represent the class of functions contained in A which are univalent
and starlike of order ß; i.e., foz) e S*iß) if/(z)=z+2n=2
a„zn is analytic
and univalent satisfying Re zf '(z)/f(z)>ß
(z£Ü). Also, let P denote
the class of analytic functions normalized by //(z)=l+2n=i
cnz" sucri

that Re p(z)>0 (z £ U).
A function/(z) e A is said to be spiral-like if there exists a X (\X\<tt¡2)
such that Reeiizf'iz)lf(z)>0
(z e U). L. Spacek defined the class of
spiral-like functions in 1933 and showed that these functions are univalent

[15].
In 1967, R. Libera [6] extended this definition to functions spiral-like
of order ß. We say that foz) £ A is A-spiral-like of order ß (0Sß<l,

\l\ <tt/2) if Re eazf'(z)lf(z)>ß cos X (z e U).
A function foz) £ A satisfying foz)f'(z)^0 (0<|z|<l)
a-starlike of order ß (a^O, 0Sß<l)
_]_

is said to be

if

Re((l-a)ff/(z) + «(^+!))>/»•
\/(z)
II

(ze 17,
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For ß=0, we have the class of a-starlike functions (of order zero) which
has been thoroughly investigated in [7], [8], [9], [10], and [11]. Some of
these results have been extended to 0</S<l by the author [13].
In this note, a class of functions which contains the classes of a-starlike
functions of order ß and A-spiral-like functions of order ß as special cases
is defined; the functions in this new class will be shown to be A-spiral-like.
The author obtains an integral representation for the elements of this class
in terms of A-spiral-like functions of order ß. Finally, a distortion and a
rotation theorem for foz) ¡z whenever foz) is in this class is proved.
2. Just as the definition of A-spiral-likeness of order ß generalizes the
definition of starlikeness of order ß, we will generalize the definition of
a-starlikeness of order ß to a-A-spiral-likeness of order ß. In this section,
we define the class of a-A-spiral-like functions of order ß—denoted
S*(ß)—and show that each/(z) e S*(ß) is A-spiral-like of order ß.
Definition
1. Letf(z)—z+J_n^2anzn
£ A and satisfy f(z)f'(z)¿¿0
in

0<|z|<l.
(1)

Set
K(X, a,/(z))

Then/(z)

= (eiX - a)z/'(z)//(z)

+ a(z/"(z)//Yz)

+ 1).

is said to be a-A-spiral-like of order ß if

(2)

Re KiX, a.,foz)) > ß cos A

where a^O, 0^^<1,

(z £ U)

|A|<tt/2.

Remarks,
(i) For a=0, S$(ß) is the class of A-spiral-like functions of
order ß.
(ii) For X=0=ß,
we have S°(0)—the class of a-star-like functions
(of order zero); while S°(ß) (a^O, 0<|/3<1) is the class of a-starlike
functions of order ß.
In order to prove that a-A-spiral-likeness of order ß (a^O) implies
A-spiral-likeness of order ß, we will need the following two lemmas: the
first lemma is due to I. S. Jack [4] while the second is due to R. Libera

[6].
Lemma A. Let u>(z) be regular in U with co(0)=0. If there exists a
£ e U such that MaX|2|S|Ç| |ro(z)| = [«/(£)!, then t>m'(C)=kw(l) for some

fcj>l.
Lemma B.
|A|<7t/2)
|a»(z)|<l

The function foz) £ A is X-spiral-like of order ß (0Sß<l,

if and only if there exists an co(z) analytic satisfying
such that

eu £&

f(z)

a»(0) = 0,

= ß cos A + (1 - p^cos x(l ~ °*z)) + i sin A (z e U).

\ 1 + w(z)I
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Theorem 1. Iff(z)eSx(ß)
X-spiral-likeof order ß.
Proof.

(x=0, 0Sß<l,

413

|A|<tt/2) then foz) is

Let

zf'(z)
cos A +
- /3)cos A(-—
= ßßcosX
+ (1
il-ß)c,.
é -f- =

(3)

) + / sin A.
M
U + oj(z)/
a>iz)I

/(z)

Clearly, o/(0)=0. In view of Lemma B, it suffices to show that [co(z)|<l.

Simplifying (3), it follows that
a zf'iz)

(4)

e -=

foz)

Differentiating

eiX{l+i2ße-iXcosX-e-2a)cojz)}

-

.

I + co(z)

(4) and using (1), we have

KiX, a,/(z))

= ß cos A + (1 - p>os x(l ~ w(z)\ + ; sin A
\1 + o»(z)/

(5)

{2ße-u cos A - e-2u}zco'iz)

+ «._,.-I-„,,.

zcofz)

. . - «

1 + i2ße~iX cos A - e-2U)œiz)

1 + w(z)

Suppose that there exists a £ e £/ such that MaX|2|S|C||co(z)| = |w(£)| = l.
Clearly o>(£)5¿—1. From Lemma A, there exists a &^1 such that
£co'(r)=A:a>(£). For this £, we have

(6) Re(l - w(0)/(l + «(£)) = 0,

Re £w(£)/(l + «,(£)) = k\2.

Also, for
(7)

m = 2pVu cos A - e~2U,

Re

m£co'(0

= Re

1 + mcoii) ~

= Re

/c(|///j2 + /nw(Q)
I + \m\2 + 2 Re mcoiO

ki\m\2 + Re mw(0)
1 + |m|2 + 2 Re mw(£)

Hence,

(8) JJÄ.)
_ Ref-MQ-)
o(0/
\l + »Hu(£)/
\1 + «/(£)/

/c(|/r/|2-l)

2(1 + 2 Re mo»(0 + |/n|2)

Thus, from (6), (7) and (8), it follows that
(9)

Re KiX, «,/(z))

= p1cos A -

2kßil - ß)oi cos2 A
^
M'< ß cos A,
1 + |///|~ + 2 Re ///(u(£)
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contradicting the assumption that foz) £ Sxiß). Therefore |co(z)|<l
and/(z) is A-spiral-like of order ß.

Corollary.
Proof.

If foz) e Sxiß) thenfoz) e S}(ß), OSySx.

By Theorem I, foz) e s£iß). Suppose there exists a y, 0<y<a,

such that/(z)

(10)

in U

<£Sx(ß). Then there is a £ g U for which

Re(^+l-^)sß^-l-Re^.

\f'(l)

/(0/~

7

Y

f(0

However, for/(z) 6 Sx(ß),

(11) 0<^cosA

+ Re^^aRe(™+l-^l

f(t)

\fU)

/(£)/

Substituting (10) into (11), we obtain

0 < (1 - a/y)(Re e'VWKO

~ ß cos A).

But (1—a/y)<0 implies Re euzf'(z)jfoz)<ß cos A, contradicting
assumption that/(z) e Sx(ß). Thus,/(z) e Sx(ß).

the

3. In this section, the author obtains an important integral representation for the elements of S^iß). Throughout this section a, ß, X will
represent constants such that a>0, 0Sß<l,
|A|<7r/2.

Definition

2. The function
]l/(y+ip)

/(z)

=

iy + ip)[''oityr1+i»

dt

where o-(i) e .S*(0), y>0, p real, z £ U and the powers are meant as
principal values, is called a Bazilevic function of type y + ip. Denote the
class of such functions by Biy + ip) [2].
Due to a result by Eenigenburg et al. [3], we know that each

foz) £ Biy + ip) is spiral-like. The functions that we will use in order to
characterize the elements of S£(ß) are those obtained when y = (cos A)/a
and p = (sin A)/a.

Definition

3. A function foz) e A is said to be a Bazilevic function

of type eu/a and order ß if
,iX fz

(12)

fiz) =

—

a(rYcosX)/c¡y-l+((iBinx)/a)

¿y

*"lae

a Jo

for some <r(£) e S*iß). Denote this by/(z) e fiíe^/a, ß).
Immediate from Definition 3 is

Theorem 2. 7//(z) e 5(ea/a, ß) then foz) e Sxiß).
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For/(z)

(13)

e B(eal<x, ß), it follows from (12) that
"veos X/oc^—l+((isin
= o(z)c

f'(z)

X)I &)f f ^\1—etÁ/a

Taking the logarithmic derivative of (13) we obtain an expression for
[z/"(z)//'(z)]-|-l.
Substituting this into (1), we have
(14)

KiX, a, foz)) = cos Azo-'(z)/cr(z) + / sin A.

Thus, Re KiX, *,foz))>ß cos A or/(z) e Sxiß)Using the following lemma due to Basgöze and Keogh [1], a necessary
and sufficient condition for/(z) to be in Ä(eu/a, ß) is obtained.
Lemma C.

A function a(£) e S*iß) if and only if there exists a function

F(£) e S£iß) such that
(15)

iott)IQC0SX= (F(í)/0,u

(¿eü).

Lemma 1. A function foz) e B(elXja., ß) if and only if there exists a
function F(£) £ Sa(ß) such that
-<x

(16)

-\a Jo [FiorH-1 «

/(*)»

where the powers are meant as principal values.

Proof.
From Definition 3,/(z) 6 B(e'x/a., ß) if and only if there exists
a o([,) £ S*(ß) satisfying (12). However, a necessary and sufficient condition for a(C) £ S*(ß) is that there exists an F(0 e Siiß) satisfying (15).
Thus, for/(z) e 7?(eI/l/a, ß), we may obtain
/(z)

I (r(rycos*-'lioir-1+i(aiii

=

eiX r*/aii,y(cos;i)/a

(17)

*■/<*'>
ay

enJo

.a Jo \ £
. a Jo

r

dl

[Fior'1"^1 di

where a(£) and F(£) are as above. Since each step in (17) is reversible, the
result follows from this identity.
Remark.
From Lemma 1, a necessary and sufficient condition for

foz) £ B(eiXlx,ß) is that
(18)
where F(z) e Stiß).

F(z)=/(z)[z/'(z)//(z)r"U
Also,

£(ea/a,

ß)<=sx(ß).

In order
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characterization for functions foz) £ Sx(ß), we consider the converse
problem. Given F(£) e S^(ß) and a>0, when is the solution to the differential equation (18) with boundary condition/(0)=0,
a function that
is a-A-spiral-like of order ßl Since (18) may be rewritten as [F(z)]e
\z
we may perform the integration with boundary condition

f'(z)foz)-l-Me^/sr)
/(0)=0

to obtain
/(z)

[F(£)]'

=

a Jo

-,.,-ix

«/«

di

£

We will now show the proper definitions for which this formal solution
is indeed an a-A-spiral-like function of order ß.

Lemma 2. Let foz) e Sx(ß). For 0<yS<x,
[zf'(z)jf(z)]ye

' equal to 1 when z=0.

choose the branch

of

Then the function

FJz)=f(z)[zf'(z)lf(z)Y°-

(19)

is X-spiral-like of order ß.
Proof.

We have

n -F\(Z)

zf'jz)
(Zf
+ 1
-\f'(z)
\/'(

uzf'(z)

Fy(z)

f(z)

But by the corollary to Theorem

z/'(z)

foz) ) = KiX,y,

f(z))-

1, we have that f(z) £ S*(ß) implies

f(z)£Sx(ß) (OSySv). Therefore, Re eiXzF'y(z)¡Fy(z)=ReK(X, y,f(z))>
ß cos A and Fy(z) £ Sx(ß).
Lemma 3.

If F(z)=z+A2z+-

■■e Sg(ß) then F(z) may be expressed

as

F(z)=/(z)[z/'(z)//(z)r

(20)
where

(21)

/(z)

=

£-

r/r/niea/»7-"r1^
[F(0]a

. a Jo

is an oL-X-spiral-likefunction of order ß.

Proof.

Let hiz)=z-e<x,x (z0[FiOf^i'1

dt,. We havt

foz) = z[(eixlx)h(z)r~a
so that if h(z) is independent

of the path of integration it will follow that

foz) is well defined.
Since F(z)=z(l+A2z

+ - ■■)£ St(ß),

we have that
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nonzero in U. Thus, we may write

(22)

(1 + A*z+ • • Y"'" = 1 + J cnzn
n=l

for the power series expansion about z=0. From (22), it follows that

(23) fViO^T1 dt,= ae-'V'^fl + 2 ~T^-zn + c).
Jo

\

n=iae*n + 1

/

To obtain a solution of (23) which is analytic and zero at the origin, take
C=0. Thus, hiz) = «.e~iXil+ Zñ=iCnznlioieixn + l)) is independent of the
path of integration so that/(z) given by (21) is well defined.
That foz) is a-A-spiral-like of order ß is a consequence of Theorem 2
and Lemma 1. Thus, the lemma is proved.
By combining the results of Theorem 2, Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we have

Theorem 3. A necessary and sufficient condition for foz) to be in
Sxiß) is that foz) have the integral representation
rAX fz

(24)

/(z)=

\e-\

La Jo

-|ae~iA

[FiOY "t-'di

for some F(£) 6 Soiß), where the powers are assumed to be principal values.

Proof.

If/(z) is of the form (24), it follows immediately from Theorem

2 and Lemma 1 that/(z) e Sxiß). If foz) e Sxiß), then—by Lemma 2 and
Lemma 3^/~(z) can be written in the form (24).
Note that we now have 5(eiA/a, ß) = Sxiß) for a>0, 0Sß<l,
|A|<tt/2.
4. We conclude this paper with a determination of a distortion theorem
and a rotation theorem for/(z)/z
whenever /(z) e Moiß) = Mxiß) iOS

/9<1,|A|<tt/2).
For/(z)

(25)

e Mx(ß) (0Sß<l,

|A|<7r/2) there exists ap(z) £P such that

e'xzf'(z)lf(z) = (1 - /9)cosXp(z) + ß cos A + i sin A.

From (25) it follows that

(26)

ë\zf'(z)\f(z)

- 1) = (1 - /?)cos Xipiz) - 1).

Throughout

this section A, ß will denote constants

satisfying |A|<7r/2,

0Sß<l.
Using (26) we are able to obtain the convex hull of the image of
log/(z)/z for fixed z (|z|=r< 1) when/(z) e Mxiß).
Theorem 4. 7//(z) e Mxiß) then the set of all possible values of log/(z)/z
(z fixed, |z|=r<l)
lies in the image of\z\Sr
under the map
(27)

co(z) = log[(l - £z)-3<w»^cos,L

l£| = i
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Proof.
Dividing both sides of (26) by z^O, integrating from 0 to z and
simplifying, we have

(27)

— = (1
il-ß)e
log- —
- ß)e

cos A
A-w,^--dX,
cos

z

Jo

£

Since /»(z) 6 P, Herglotz's theorem [12] may be applied to obtain

(28)

K0=

where ¿t(/) is nondecreasing

¡•ir
y i1 _i_
+ re"
£e"

;—774dM0

J-, 1 - íé
^

in [—77,77] and ¡^ dpit)=l.

From (28), it

follows that

/»(£)- 1
£

(29)-=-—tdpit).

C 2ei(
J-wi- U

Substituting (29) into (27), we obtain

f(z)

(30)

log —

„

= -2(1 - p>~,/lcos A

Z

Let a(z,/)

r»

log(l - e"z) dp(t).

J-ir

= log(l-eííz)-2(1-'"e

C03A. Then

Re{l +zq"(z,

t)¡q'(z,

t)} =

Re[l/(1—ze¿í)]>|.
Thus, q(z,t) is univalent in z and maps |z|^r<l
onto a convex domain E, independent of /. From (30), we know that for
fixed z (|z| = r<l) the points of log/(z)/z lie in the convex hull of E,
denoted con E. However, since E is convex, F=con E and the points of
log/(z)/z (z fixed, |z|=r<l)
lie in the convex image of |z|^r under the
mapping co(z) given by (27).

Remarks,
I0g/((Z)/Z

(i) For
= l0g[(l

-

^Z)-«1-"1^-']

(-77

S

t <

77),

we have
/,(z)

= z(l

_e«Z)-2<W>*-AcoSA_

These foz)—for different /—are the extremal functions for Theorem 4.
(ii) We have
(31)

log |/((z)/z|

= Re log[(l - e»z)-2(1-^"

™x\

and
(32)

arg/t(2)/z

Also, for z=reie (0<r<
(33)

= Im log[(l - é'z)"2^^

™x].

1, O^0<2t7) and r]= d + t, we have

log[(l - euz)-2a-ß)e~a

cosX] = Tir, r¡, X, ß) + ¿S(r, r¡, X, ß)
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where

Tir,r),X,ß)
(34)

I

rsint]

\

1 — rcosr¡

= (l — /S)cosA{2sinAarctan-—

)

cosAlog(l — 2rcosr¡ + r )\

J

and
Sir,V,X,ß)
(35)

í
rsin»?
= (1 — /3)cosAj 2 cos Aarctan-+
{
1 — rcosrj

1
sin Alog(l — 2rcosr¡ + r )).
I

Since {fiz)\t £ [—77,77]}represent the extremal functions of Theorem
4, the distortion and rotation theorems follow from (31) through (35).
Theorem

5.

7//(z)

e Mxiß), for fixed z (|z|=r<l),

T(r, r¡x, X, ß)S

log\foz)lz\STir, r¡2,A,ß) where
(36)

Proof.

r\x 2 = 2 tan

J-cotATfcosec'A-:-

I

I + r

r2)1,2\
.

I

It suffices to determine the bounds for log|/,(z)/z|

where foz)

are the extremal functions for Theorem 4. Since log|/i(z)/z| = F(r, rj, X, ß)
is a real-valued function of r\, we may determine the maximum and minimum points by using elementary calculus. It follows that dTjdQ = 0 for
7}x2given in (26). By examining d2Tjd02, we find that d2T/dd2 is positive
for r¡x and negative for r¡2. The result follows.

Theorem 6. Iffiz) £ Mxiß) iz fixed, |z|=r< 1), then
Sir, r¡3, A, ß) S arg/(z)/z

S Sir, Vi, X, ß)

where
(37)

JtanAT%.4 = 2 tan"1-K—-'-

{

(sec2 A - r2)1'2)
\.

1+ r

I

Proof.
This follows immediately by applying the same procedures as
in the proof of Theorem 5 to arg/((z)/z=5,(r,
r¡, X, ß). Here Sir, r¡, A, ß)
is a real-valued function of r¡ whose derivative is zero for r¡3¡i—given by
(37). The second derivative of S is positive for r?3and negative for r/4 from
which the result follows.
Remark.
For ß=0, Theorems 5 and 6 give us the known results for
A-spiral-like functions of order ß [13].
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